KUREDU ALL-INCLUSIVE BANDS

GREEN BAND
GARDEN BUNGALOW & BEACH BUNGALOW

- Allocated restaurant is Bonthi Restaurant
- Meals in Koamas Restaurant and O Restaurant are chargeable
- Sangu Facilities (Restaurant, Bar, Pool) are not accessible
- Can use all bars on the island except Sangu Bar
- Can use Main Pool only
- AIP afternoon snacks in Babuna Bar daily (15h00 – 18h00)

BLUE BAND
PREMIUM BEACH VILLA & BEACH VILLA & JACUZZI BEACH VILLA

- Allocated restaurant is Koamas Restaurant
- Can have breakfast and lunch in other buffet restaurants without reservation
- Can have dinner in other buffet restaurants limited to twice per week with reservation
- Can use all bars on the island
- Can use Main Pool and O Pool only
- AIP afternoon snacks in Babuna Bar/Sangu Bar/O Bar daily (15h00 – 18h00)
- Age restrictions apply for all O and Sangu facilities

ORANGE
O BEACH VILLA & O JACUZZI BEACH VILLA

- Allocated restaurant is O Restaurant
- Can have breakfast and lunch in other buffet restaurants without reservation
- Can have dinner in other buffet restaurants limited to twice per week with reservation
- Can use all bars on the island
- Can use Main Pool and O Pool only
- AIP afternoon snacks in Babuna Bar/Sangu Bar/O Bar daily (15h00 – 18h00)
- Age restrictions apply for all O and Sangu facilities

RED BAND
PRIVATE POOL VILLA & SANGU WATER VILLA & SANGU HONEYMOON SUITE & SANGU JACUZZI BEACH VILLA

- Allocated restaurant is Sangu Restaurant
- Can have breakfast and lunch in other buffet restaurants without reservation
- Can have dinner in other buffet restaurants limited to twice per week with reservation
- Private Pool Villas can use all buffet restaurants without reservation
- Can use all bars on the island
- Can use Main Pool, O Pool and Sangu Pool
- AIP afternoon snacks in Babuna Bar/Sangu Bar/O Bar daily (15h00 – 18h00)
- Age restrictions apply for all O and Sangu facilities

GOLD BAND
ALL INCLUSIVE GOLD PACKAGE, CAN BE FROM ANY ROOM CATEGORY

- Can use all buffet restaurants without reservation
- Can use all bars on the island
- Can use Main Pool, O Pool and Sangu Pool
- Age restrictions apply for all O and Sangu facilities

Families with kids below 12 years of age eat in Koamas Restaurant.
Bed & Breakfast and Full Board guests follow the same facility usage policies depending on room category.
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